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I draw your attention now to Colossians 1:14 and we're going to back up, at least part of 
the verse, I would say, we'll back up to verse 13 there so that we identify who is clearly 
being spoken of in verse 14 and 15. So Colossians 1:13. It says, "Who hath delivered us 
from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: In 
whom," who is the "whom"? Yes, that is the dear Son being spoken of in verse 13. In 
Christ, "we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins: Who," that 
is, Jesus, "is the image of the invisible God." Don't miss that verse. It's a major point, if 
not, the ultimate focus of our message today. Verse 15 is telling us "Jesus is the image of  
the invisible God, the firstborn of every creature: For by him were all things created, that 
are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or 
dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him: And 
he is before all things, and by him all things consist," or, that is, hold together, "and he is 
the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead; that 
in all things he might have the preeminence. For it pleased the Father that in him should 
all fulness dwell." This is the word of the Lord.

Well, psychologists and marriage counselors tell us that it is a common cause of marital 
strife and disharmony that a given husband or wife has such a strong tendency to 
superimpose upon the other person their ideal of what they want that person to be. This is 
just very common and if we're honest with ourselves, we can see ourselves in a mirror as 
we contemplate this dynamic and this destructive tendency among us all. It really is the 
case that for a lot of us after having been married a good 5 to 10 years or even longer, and 
as we look back in retrospect to the time we got married, very often if we're straight up 
with ourselves, we recognize that when we got married we married an image of what we 
wanted that person to be rather than the very person themselves, who they are in their just 
normal, instinctive, natural state and tendencies. So what happens in a marriage is that a 
husband or wife, they look at the other person and I relate to that person based on how I 
imagine them to be. "You know, my life would be so incredibly awesome if you would 
be like this." And without coming out and stating that word for word, that's what people 
think and they bring that into a marriage even when, in many cases, it's as plain as the 
nose on the other person's face that that person is not like that and, of course, it falls into 
the trap of thinking, "Well, maybe they're not like that yet, right? But if I do my magic on 
them, these traits that I want them are probably at least there in seed form and I'll be able 
to water and give the soil and bring this whole thing to blossoming fruition, right?" Oh, 
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I'd love to hear a, "Wrong," out there, right? No, it doesn't work that way at all. And 
truthfully, if somebody is doing that to you in a marriage or any other relationship or in a 
parent/child relationship, you don't like it at all. You're like, "Wait a minute, but that's not 
who I am and don't force me into this super idealistic mold you have for me." And it is 
very destructive. 

You know, nobody likes to be on the receiving end of that and yet we still do it. People 
do it and why? That is the $50 question, why? We have these preconceived ideas about 
what will make us happy. I think along with that is this idea of, "Well, if I can make them 
become this way, it makes me feel better about myself." What do we call that? 
("Selfish.") Yes, a little more sophisticated psychological way of referring to it, we call it 
a power trip. Yeah, more newfangled psychology would call it the need for control. "You 
know, if I can bring about this change and get this person to be this way." What does the 
Bible call it, though? And you know, I know oftentimes we don't like to cop out with the 
three letter word, that's right, that starts with "s" and ends with "n," it is sin and in 
particular it is this God complex that we impose upon the people, even the people closest 
to us. We like to think that we know what's best for the other person and we like to think 
that we can get them to live up to our ideal and our imagined or image for them, then life 
would be so much better for everybody.

Now, you probably know by now that this is going somewhere else, right? If we're so 
prone to do this with each other and we are, the bigger point is that we're so incredibly 
hard wired to do this with God. We are, and that is precisely what the second 
commandment is all about. It truly is. It is exposing to us and showing us how much 
more destructive it is for us to do this with the Almighty creating ultimate person of who 
God is. We have a tendency to say, "You know, I understand what you're telling me. You 
must be really strong and really powerful and all these other things you reveal to us in 
your word, but my life would be much better and much happier if you were like this." 
And we impose our own image of who we want God to be back upon God. Now, I mean, 
without hashing this out a whole lot more, that is bound, bound to not work out well. 
Amen? It just is and how much more destructive it is for us to do this with God and how 
much distortion it will breed, yes, in our understanding of God, but in our understanding 
of God's intent for us, his purpose for us, how he would have us to live and enjoy life. All 
of this is going to get so incredibly twisted when we get our understanding and 
imagination of God all mixed up.

So, go ahead, I think we're going to come back to Colossians 1 but go back with me to 
Exodus 20. It's going to almost look like I can't make up my mind which passage to 
preach out of. That's really not the case I don't think. But look with me back to Exodus 
20:3 and 4. I just want to give some clarification about these first two commandments. 
The last two weeks of our series, we looked at the first commandment and a lot of people 
look at commandment 1 and 2 in the 10 Commandments and in this passage as like being 
somewhat redundant. It's like the same commandment but they are not. Commandment 1 
is focused on what we worship or who we worship. Do you see that there? Verse 3, "You 
shall have no other gods before me." What's another way of God saying this through 
Moses to us? It's that, "You must worship me and nothing else." If we take the 
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commandment and turn it from a prohibition to a directive, that's what we have. Now, 
commandment 2 beginning in verse 4 is different. It is different. This is a commandment 
focusing on how we worship God and it's the idea, "Okay, I've got 1 down," but he's  
saying, "But you need more. You need more clarification and more directive here." And 
commandment 2 is, "You must worship God as he has revealed himself." And this gets 
into the matter of focusing on the truth of God's self-revelation and how critical this is. 
This gets into the realm of doctrinal distortions. If you have the wrong idea, something 
other than how God has revealed himself in his Scripture through his Spirit as far as what 
God's nature and what he is really like by superimposing any other image upon him, that 
will lead into all manner of deviant conclusions about God and you had better believe it 
will affect your relationship with him and your relationship with everybody else.

So there are two aspects of this that I want us to see. First of all, in Exodus 20:4, we see 
the prohibition. What is the prohibition? That is, don't make any kind of physical 
representation of God. We see this. Verse 4, we read it earlier, "Thou shalt not make unto 
thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in 
the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth." Look with me at verse 5, he 
says, this is the key part of the commandment, "Thou shalt not bow down thyself to 
them," that is, those images or likenesses or pictures, "nor serve them: for I the LORD 
thy God am a jealous God." We'll stop our reading there. So that is what the prohibition 
is. And 2, we're going to look at the reason for the prohibition. Have you got this? Have 
you got my outline already? It's really easy: first of all, the prohibition and quite probably 
this could turn into a pattern for some of the other Commandments but this is definitely 
what we see here about the second commandment, 1 the prohibition; 2 why the 
prohibition because God has made himself visible in another means. He has given 
himself, he has given to us an image of himself. We just read that, remember that? Are 
you out there? Somebody is the actual image of God and so 1 the prohibition, 2 the 
reason for the prohibition and hopefully we'll leave plenty of time to go to 2.

Go back with me to Colossians 1. I told you it's going to look like I can't make up my 
mind but you know that's not the case, right? Colossians 1:15, so first of all, the 
prohibition. We've seen it stated back in the 10 Commandments, we also see it implied in 
verse 15. It says that Jesus is the image, this is verse 15, Colossians 1, Jesus is the image 
of the, are you with me? Fill in the blank for me: of the invisible God. Now, the Bible is 
very clear that God has revealed himself through other means other than visible 
manifestation. That is what is being indicated here. God is invisible and hence the 
prohibition to make the invisible God visible. We are not to do that. 

We are forbidden to worship any physical representations of God and this comes up in a 
number of New Testament passages. We see this here in Colossians 1, we see it also in 
Hebrews 1. For sake of time, I'm not going to take you there. Some of you quite familiar 
with this passage but Hebrews 1:1, it says that God in times past always revealed himself 
through what? The spoken word. He spoke to us through prophets and those kinds of, 
oops, this word can be misinterpreted, but those kinds of medium, right? You know I'm 
not using that word in a different way other than it means and he says that he spoke to us 
through prophets and dreams and visions and oracles, he says. Then he goes on to say but 
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he has spoken to us now in these later times through his Son and do you know what the 
next verse says? Do you? And he, verse 3 of Hebrews 1, and he is the exact 
representation of God. He is the full radiance of the complete glory of God and that's 
what it says. We also see this in John 1:18. It says with regards to Jesus the Son of God 
becoming man, it says, no man has seen God at any time. Have you got that? That's part 
of what we're talking about here as far as the grounds for the prohibition and what we see 
here in verse 15 of Colossians 1 that God is invisible. John 1:18 says no man has seen 
God because he is invisible. What does it say next? But the only begotten Son or that is, 
the only begotten God, he has come and he has shown him. He has displayed him. This is 
the whole parallel that we see running through all of Scripture so we want to focus not 
just on the prohibition but on the reason as well.

Go back with me now to Deuteronomy 4. Aren't you glad I didn't say Exodus 20? 
Deuteronomy 4. So the prohibition is clear that we're not to make the invisible God 
visible or to worship physical representations of God and we see this expressed more 
fully in the Deuteronomy 4:15 through 20 passage here. Look with me at verse 15, "Take 
ye therefore good heed unto yourselves." Are you all there yet? Yup, yup, yup. "Take ye 
therefore good heed unto yourselves for ye saw no manner of similitude on the day that 
the LORD spake unto you in Horeb out of the midst of the fire." That means you saw no 
form or manifestation of me, of God. Verse 16, "Lest ye corrupt yourselves, and make 
you a graven image." This is what you would do. I know you guys, the Lord says. And 
you would make the similitude or the form "of any figure, the likeness of male or female, 
The likeness of any beast that is on the earth, the likeness of any winged fowl that flieth 
in the air, The likeness of any thing that creepeth on the ground, the likeness of any fish 
that is in the waters beneath the earth: And lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven, and 
when thou seest the sun, and the moon, and the stars, even all the host of heaven, 
shouldest be driven to worship them, and serve them, which the LORD thy God hath 
divided unto all nations under the whole heaven. But the LORD hath taken you, and 
brought you forth out of the iron furnace, even out of Egypt, to be unto him a people of 
inheritance, as ye are this day." And I would like for you to look at verse 21 as well, 
"Furthermore the LORD was angry with me for your sakes, and sware that I should not 
go over Jordan, and that I should not go in unto that good land, which the LORD thy God 
giveth thee for an inheritance." We'll stop our reading here and the emphasis here is that 
God is saying, "No, I never gave you a form or a manifestation but I spoke to you, that is, 
I came to you through the voice, through the revelation, the writing on the tablets as well 
as my voice directly to Moses." That is the emphasis here.

Now, I want to ask the question because this is what we're getting into a little, maybe a 
tad premature on this, but why? Why does the Bible make it such a big deal about images 
and pictures? And frankly, this is still a great struggle for peoples, people groups and 
different religions, even different so-called denominations of Christianity to this day 
around the world. Why is this such an issue where God says, "No, I know how naturally 
you would want to make a picture, you want something that you can relate to, but I'm 
telling you no." Why is that? It's interesting the way this plays out in the book of Exodus, 
the actual story of Moses coming back down from the mountain, but why is that? 
Because, to put it this way as one scholar and well known pastor says: that it always 
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conceals, an image or a statue or a picture of God, a representation of God, will always 
conceal more than it reveals. Have you got that? Yeah, it may remind you of some real 
positive trait and something that actually makes you think of God and you may say, "It 
makes me think of God more deeply," and yet in so doing it will always hide something 
else. It really will.

And we see this with the whole golden calf incident. You know what happened. Moses 
coming down. It took a long time for Moses to come back down from the mountain and 
the children of Israel are getting awfully itchy and they're like, "What's up with this? This 
Moses has just left us down here with no guidance or direction and we need to be able to 
see the God that brought us out of Egypt and led us through the Red Sea." And so they 
tell Aaron, "Do this for us." And Aaron unfortunately was far too quick to oblige them 
and he makes this golden calf. Now, the reminder of what they were doing and of the 
nature of the second commandment is the fact what they were doing was making an 
image or manifestation of what they felt and were led to believe was a picture of God and 
you and I are like, "What? Why would you think of God as a cow, or baby cow? I mean, 
what gives?" Of course, there's probably a lot of things from the pagan culture in which 
they lived and so forth, but the idea of a golden calf really did portray what? Think with 
me. It conveyed somehow a sense of strength. You know, cows are strong animals. Yes, 
they are. And so it would have brought to mind somehow the strength of God and yet, in 
so doing, it leaves out all of these other ultimately vital traits about God. Can you think of 
any? Purity. Cow, purity? Don't think so. Just go out back to the pasture, right? That's not 
what you're thinking of. So all these other ways. How about God's personality? Oh my, 
you don't have to dwell on that a whole lot. 

And when it comes to pictures and images, even a picture, we've got to be careful with 
pictures of Jesus. We do because if somebody is going to put a picture up of Jesus, 
especially for the purpose of worship, then, okay, are you going to have him as smiling or 
frowning because it's got to be either one, and if he's frowning, that leaves out something 
about him. It does. And if he's smiling, that leaves out something as well. Really 
interesting testimonial of a guy that grew up in Harlem, his name is Tom Skinner, and he 
actually grew up somewhat in church going to Sunday school, and he said that one of the 
big reasons why he never, he just was never inclined toward Christian faith was because 
these pictures of Jesus that were presented to him that just had, they had Jesus looking so 
meek and so mild and so, you know, kind of melt in your mouth sweetness, he wouldn't 
say a cross word to anybody. And Skinner says, he says, "You know, I could never come 
to terms with that because the pictures I always saw of Jesus as a young person was a 
picture of somebody that wouldn't last two seconds in my neighborhood." Yeah, and 
you're like, "Well, what's wrong with that?" No, because if you're only picturing, if you're 
worshiping Jesus as only that and that is the danger of pictures of Jesus being used in 
worship, then you are completely omitting all of the rest of what the Bible says of Christ, 
yes, as the Lamb of God but he is also the Lion from the tribe of Judah. He is the one in 
the book of Revelations that will bring down upon planet earth all of the full 
confrontation of God's wrath and manifestation of his glory, so that the typical statue or 
image or picture of Jesus cannot and will not capture that.
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So beyond just images and statues and pictures that are part of this prohibition, it's also 
what God is telling us is, "Don't imagine me to be something other than what I am 
actually showing you to be in my word, in the Bible, through the confirmation of my 
Spirit down upon you." And this idea, well known theologian J. I. Packer actually says, 
he says, when somebody says this about God, when they say, "You know, what I like to 
think of God is," you know, fill in the blank or thus and so, he says, that right there is 
precisely what the second commandment is prohibiting, telling us not to do. And you 
know, if you're around people a lot and you hear people's conjectures, you hear that kind 
of thing a great deal. "I like to think of God as the nice, warm, fuzzy grandfather." Right? 
Is that who God is? No. He has a side to him that is far more compassionate than any 
grandfather you can ever imagine but there is a side to him as well that cannot be 
summed up with that image of a grandfather.

I remember some time ago coming across an old, middle-aged woman, well known 
author, and she says, "You know, I like to think of Jesus as this warm, cuddly, furry, 
purring kitten." I'm like, "What? Where in the world does that come from?" And what is 
the idea, what is the point is that everybody and to you and I that seems atrocious, it 
seems outlandish, but the fact is that all of us have kind of an embedded inclination of 
what we desire God to be like. We're driven by our, just our normal, natural tendencies 
and we see this with the way people eat. You know, you and I both know that if we just 
eat anything and at any time whenever we felt like it, it would get us in trouble, right? No 
amens on that? It is the case but at the same time we're aware of those drives. I feel like 
I'm talking to myself constantly about food, especially with my chronic fatigue condition 
symptoms from a longtime chronic case of Lyme disease. I have to at least try to be as 
careful as possible with food and, you know, all the time throughout the course of any 
day you see something yummy and you're like, "Oh man, I'd like that." Then it's like this 
warring of words, this great debate inside and then the other part of me says, "No, you're 
not supposed to do that." 

And yet we have this natural bent toward certain things and we're this way with people. 
We really are. We have a hard wired tendency within us to avoid people that are not like 
us. We're that way naturally. Now, as Christians we need to see that continually uprooted 
out of us. Part of our spiritual growth and recognition of Christ making people from all 
cultures and languages and corners of the earth and people groups, making us all into one 
race, amen? That is what God is seeking to do and we need to recognize that. Yet at the 
same time, we desire to relate to people that are most like us and that really does amount 
to what we call prejudice and we're that way with God. We see or hear things about God 
and we're like, "Oh, you know, that just doesn't make me feel comfortable." Well, we're 
born sinners, folks, and there are going to be a lot of things about God that don't make us 
comfortable and that's why he has given us such revelation of himself and given us his 
word so that we can be exposed to who he is and he can do the necessary work through 
his Spirit within us.

So the question is: do we use our minds, think with me now, do we use our minds to 
imagine what the truth about God and about the world really is? We tend to do that. We 
look at a half a dozen donuts and say, "Hey, you know, those look awfully good," and 
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even though they had made you sick dozens of times in the past, you say, "Oh, it won't be 
that way this time," and you go ahead. Well, what is that? You're imagining something 
that just ain't real. It isn't true at all. I'm afraid I do this with my car, you know, driving 
along over the course of days and weeks and you hear a noise, you know the feeling. 
You're like, "Am I hearing that?" Like the exhaust, you know, it sounds a little louder 
back of the vehicle than it used to and you're like, "Is that something I need to look into?" 
And what do a lot of us do? Hopefully some of you guys aren't like that. I'm afraid I am 
more than I like to admit. I like to say, what? "Oh, it's nothing. It's just my imagination." 
I'm using my imagination to counteract what is really the case. And sooner or later it gets 
to the point where my imagination runs head-on, straight up against the brick wall of 
reality. My imagination is wrong. I wanted it to be nothing but it is something. 
Something's wrong with my car and it needs money and repair to get it fixed.

And so more critically, we're like this in other aspects of life. We're this way with our 
kids. We imagine what we want our kids to be and maybe there are times as we work 
with them or spend time with them or we have certain visions and dreams for them and as 
time passes it looks like that's actually maybe what they are actually becoming and then 
we see the hard, cold reality. They're not like that at all. It's not that they're resisting you. 
It's not that they're rebelling against you. It's the fact that they are just being naturally 
who they are. I'm not talking about sin, I'm talking about their natural traits and gifts and 
capabilities and so forth. And we don't accept that. If we continue to impose upon them 
our image of what we want them to be, it's damaging and destructive to them. We do this 
especially, as I mentioned in the very beginning, with our marriages. We do.

It reminds me of an old classic film by Alfred Hitchcock. Did you ever see "Vertigo"? 
No? It's quite a captivating film and Jimmy Stewart, of course, is the lead and a good part 
of the film there is this woman that reminds him of this other woman he used to know 
that supposedly had died, and he becomes obsessed, remember this, with her looking 
more and more and more like that other person. Of course, there's a huge twist at the end 
that I'm not going to allude to because if you haven't seen it, it will totally spoil it for you. 
But what happened was is that he's saying, "I want you to get to wear these clothes and 
fix your hair like this and walk this way." What does it do to her? It drives her nuts and 
she essentially and rightfully concludes, "Wait a minute, you don't love me for who I am. 
You love this other woman still and you just want to be reminded of her." The point is 
that we tend to do this with God.

There are things about God that rub us the wrong way. You hear people say it all the 
time. You hear people say things like this, "Well, I just can't believe in a God that is like 
that. I can't believe in a God that allows suffering." Has anybody ever heard anybody say 
that? I hear it all the time. All the time. "Well, I just can't believe in a God that wouldn't 
want me to be happy." You know, as if to say, "I can't believe in a God that would put 
such restrictions upon us in his word about our marriages that we need to stay married or 
that we need to actually fully unconditionally commit ourselves to our husbands or 
wives." Well, guess what? Let's all hear this out together: he is that kind of God and he's 
not an ogre of a God that is all out to make you unhappy. He is the God that says, "This is 
what's best for you and if you're not there yet, I will give you all the grace and power and 
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strength to get you there but my expectation and what I know is best for your welfare and 
your lasting happiness is not going to change. I am that kind of God."

Now, the second part to this, first of all, the prohibition, and go ahead back with me now 
to Colossians 1, the first chapter in Colossians and this is the concluding point here. The 
prohibition that we are not to make any image of God and we are not to use any image to 
worship. Now, with regards to pictures of Jesus, I think it is an important clarification to 
make that the Bible does not say that we should never make any pictures. Jesus was a 
man and it's not completely out of the question to make a picture but what does it say? 
Clearly you are not to use such pictures as part of worship. That is most essentially what 
the Bible says plain and clear, black and white, that that cannot be, that cannot consist 
any part of our worship of God or Christ.

Now, the prohibition to not make any image of God or any manifestation of him. We're 
not to imagine something back upon him of what we want him to be like but secondly, 
the reason for the prohibition. You can also look at it this way: the prohibition presents a 
problem. I mean, we see it in what we looked at already, the golden calf incident and you 
see it throughout the Old Testament culture, but you see it in all the illustrations that 
we've sought to give today about how you and I live, that we are so prone and so bent 
toward making an image, either a physical image or a mental image of God that is 
contrary to what he really is and what he's really like. So the second point is not only the 
reason for the prohibition but it's the solution to the problem.

Now, verse 15, Colossians 1, it says that he is the image. Verse 15, Jesus is the image of 
the invisible God. The reason that we're not supposed to make any image is that God has 
given to us himself an image of him. He has given to us an image of himself in his Son. 
God has given to us an image in Jesus and this is really clear here. Again, back in 
Colossians 1:15 it says he is the image of the invisible God. God is invisible. We're not to 
make an image of him but he has given to us, he has revealed to us an image and this 
image is Jesus Christ.

Now, something I want to share to shed some light on this. There is one of the largest 
religions of the world, we don't confuse them in any way with Christianity, and that is the 
religion of Islam, it's interesting that part of the theology of Islam is that they are dead set 
against what? What we're talking about here. They are totally, categorically opposed to 
any kind of image of God and many of them are quite fierce in their enforcement of that 
as many of us know from news stories, especially stuff coming out recently in the Middle 
East. So they have that point down. You're not to make any image of God. At the same 
time, this matter of, "Well, why is it that people want to have an image?" Now, we spent 
so much time with the prohibition here that making an image is not a good thing and it 
isn't, but it does reveal something about us. Why do people want to have an image of 
God? And I want to lay this on you, think about this: why is that? There is a part of the 
motivation behind that that is very telling and revealing to us, it's the fact that by and 
large people want to be able to relate to God in a clear, fuller way. Now, the option they 
choose is destructive and is distorting and it's not going to help them get to know God 
better and certainly worship him better, but it does tell us something.
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So the Muslims completely overlook this. They just say and this is kind of inherent to 
their overall ideology, "Don't do it." Well, what's the full Bible New Testament answer to 
this whole thing? The reason for the prohibition is because God has given us already 
something so much better of an image of him and that is his Son. The Lord Jesus Christ 
came down as the Son of God, as God himself. In those passages I cited, I rattled off to 
you a few minutes ago, that tell us plainly that, yes, God is invisible but he has given to 
us this visible manifestation of himself that is the full, unadulterated representation of 
who he is, what he is like; his perfect, holy yet gracious loving and compassionate 
character; the person of who he really is; and it's not just a picture, it is a real live eternal, 
ever existing, completely relatable human being and he is God too but he's also a human 
being. Don't miss that. So the reason for the prohibition is that God has given us s 
something so much better. 

Now, I want to linger on this a second when it comes to commands and commandments. 
A lot of us as parents, we are like this with our kids, we give them a directive or a 
command and as they get older they want to know what? Why, right? They do and how 
do you feel about that? I think when they're younger and there are a lot of scenarios 
where they don't need to know why and sometimes it's so urgent that you can't tell them 
why but as they get older, they want to know why. God gives us commands and perhaps 
there are exceptions to this, but by and large the commandments he gives to us, don't let 
this get past you today, he tells us why. Yes, he does. He tells us clearly why, and the 
reason for the second commandment is that he has given us something so much fuller, so 
much better, so much more accurate of who he really is and how we can relate to him and 
that is the image of his Son Jesus, the one who took your sin debt and took it all the way 
to the execution tree. All the way there, and he paid it in its entirety. He did it as the very 
Son of God, the person of God himself, and as he did that, he proved himself to be fully 
human. Anybody other than a human, other than an actual physical person that you could 
see and look at and live with and interact with, could not have done. But he also does it as 
God himself in perfect righteousness and he went all the way to the cross, the grave, and 
back in order to remove the very wrath of God that you were deserving of and the 
payment that you could never fully cover yourself, but he did it for you.

So that is the full understanding here. The only way of understanding this ultimate means 
in which God has revealed himself is the New Testament Gospel and Jesus is the antidote 
to our problem with images. He is. Now, I don't know, maybe there is somebody here 
today struggling with this whole idea of, "But you know, icons or pictures or statues, they 
really help me." The Bible says that who Jesus is and how the Bible reveals him and how 
the Spirit of God will confirm the truth of him down upon your heart, that is what you 
need to know God better and worship him more effectively.

Now, I don't think I'm going to get headlong into everything else that I had here but when 
it comes to Christ and the fact that he is the answer to our issues of relating to God better, 
understanding God, the Bible tells us so fully and so plainly that he is this ultimate 
solution or antidote. The problems or the havoc that is wreaked in our lives with worry or 
temptation, it all stems from a distorted view of God. It does. If you're so concerned 
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about what's going to happen this week, if you are beside yourself with fret as far as 
what's going to happen with your marriage or how your kids are going to turn out, I 
mean, as parents, hello, you know, that's me over here. Yes, that concerns me and we can 
very easily degenerate into just full-scale paralyzing worry, but wait a minute, if that's 
you, you have to realize that underneath that is this completely distorted view of who 
God is. And what is that view? If you are beside yourself with worry, what is your view 
of God? Let's be honest about this: your view of God is that he is not as smart as you. 
Didn't get any amens on that. I'll assume it's a silent amen. That is your picture of God. 
Your image that you have imposed upon him. "You know, there's something wrong. 
God's either not seeing this whole picture or he's missing something." But what Jesus 
tells us as he's going to the cross, he's in the garden of Gethsemane and we see this 
recorded in Luke 22 and other passages where he looks at something that he has a very 
hard time accepting and says, "If it's possible, can you, God, Father, can you figure out 
another way?" Right? And of course, it was the will of God and so he concludes it in this 
way, exactly how we should, he says, "Okay, nevertheless this is your will and because 
it's your will, I can trust you implicitly and completely." 

There are lots of other examples of this, the kinds of sinful habits that so many of us are 
addicted to when either our temper, lashing out at the people we care about or lust, and 
the truth is that when we continue on in such destructive, sinful habits and actions, our 
distorted view of God underneath is what? Somebody addicted to lust, he's got to have 
that next fix, what's their view of God? What's the image of God they have superimposed 
upon him? That he's not enough. He's just not that much of a God, right? And we go back 
to Christ and we see him on the cross and we see him doing everything to make it 
possible for us to know how enough, how satisfying, how big and enthralling God really 
is, and if we continue in such addictive, sinful behavior, lusts, pornography or looking at 
other people in a lustful way, what we're doing is saying, "You know, Jesus you didn't 
suffer enough," and we're just lashing out other additional beatings and tortures upon 
him, and the truth is he already did what it took to pay for our sin. We have to live in the 
faith and confidence that he has done that.

Let's close in prayer.

Father, our gracious God in heaven, we thank you for your word. We ask that we would 
have received it, we would receive it, and we would recognize the sufficiency of Jesus to 
be the one to reveal yourself to us and everything about you that we need forever. Lord, 
help whether we struggle with images or pictures as far as in our church worship setting 
or not, Lord, you know the struggles of all of our hearts with not being convinced that 
you are enough for us. Lord, we ask for your healing, for your balm upon our souls. We 
ask for greater vision and greater confidence in all of who Jesus is for us. We pray this in  
Jesus' name. Amen.
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